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SARAH  Welcome to SIGNAL BOOST, a podcast brought to you by the Centre for 

Connected Communities and the Ontario Trillium Foundation.   

The Centre for Connected Communities is a community development strategy 
organization that supports people, organizations and institutions to unlock the 
potential of connected communities everywhere!  
 
Communities are the building blocks of cities. But communities can’t exist without 
people. In each episode of SIGNAL BOOST, you’ll hear from people on the 
ground about how grassroots solutions are leading local change. On this season, 
we’re highlighting the work of community builders across Toronto that are 
actively engaging in ways that make their communities more livable. 
 
On this episode, Janet Fitzsimmons, Manager of Grassroots Strategies at the 
Centre for Connected Communities and Maddy Macnab, Coordinator of 
Community Knowledge Mobilization at the East Scarborough Storefront 
connected to talk about how knowledge mobilization is a key part of relationship 
building and supporting grassroots leaders to respond to their community’s 
needs 

 
JANET My name is Janet Fitzsimmons and I am the manager of Grassroots 

Leadership Strategies at Center for Connected Communities.  
 
MADDY  I'm Maddy Macnab. I am the Coordinator of Community Knowledge 

Mobilization at the East Scarborough Storefront  
 
JANET The neighborhood that you do your work in is the Kingston Galloway Orton 

Park neighborhood in East Scarborough, which is an inner suburb of 
Toronto. I think we’re in our fourteenth week now, possibly, of the 
pandemic and of working from home and this sort of new way of working. 
Can you tell me how the pandemic has impacted what you do in your 
daily work? 

 



MADDY In my title there's that big combination of words “knowledge 
mobilization”. I have been in this role for about a year, you know a big 
part of that year has been figuring out what knowledge mobilization 
means and how it actually supports community grassroots leaders, helps 
communities thrive. And when the pandemic began and we were 
suddenly in a kind of a lock down with rapid information changing around 
mid-March. It was very clear very quickly that knowledge mobilization was 
one of the only things that we could do for the community at that time. It's 
not quite the same as just sharing information, right? The information is out 
there. If anything it's information overload, like community members are 
getting stuff from all sorts of different sources opinions, and I think the 
elements where knowledge mobilization comes in and makes a 
difference is first of all, there's an element of trust building whether it's 
between myself and the Grassroots leaders that I have relationships with, 
whether it's between people in the community and specific staff members 
at Storefront, the community and Storefront as a whole but there is trust 
there and at this moment our sort of ability to share accurate timely 
relevant information and hit the pulse of what is the most important 
information for the community is so important and it's part of relationship 
building and Trust building. There's a lot hanging in the balance for sure. 
The stakes of knowledge mobilization became higher and clearer to me in 
terms of how it's not just information sharing. It's an integral part of 
community development and community members' ability to feel less, at 
the very least, less anxious, ideally more confident, more knowledgeable, 
more equipped to navigate a really unprecedented scenario.  

 
JANET  We really noticed that in our work too, that the anxiety level around 

everything just went up because everything became an unknown and 
even when there was information it was like this is the information today. 
There's different information about that tomorrow. Like I don't know that 
you could do what you do if you didn't have the strong relationships that 
existed pre-pandemic 

 
MADDY The flip side of that is accountability. We have an example of something 

we shared around a specific financial support where the wording turned 
out not to be as clear as we wanted to be and it got misinterpreted and 
shared a lot on social media. Several people took the time to comment or 
message us and say hey like this language just so you know, like I've seen 
it misinterpreted on the other when it gets shared and we were able to 



respond, correct. That was an example of sort of bringing a community 
building community Development mindset to the space of social media 
which can be a real Wild West No Man's Land not always a kind 
constructive space. On the non-digital side of what you're saying, again 
our knowledge mobilization efforts stand on the foundation of trusted 
Grassroots leaders in the communities. If those folks weren't connected to 
the information we were sharing it would not sort of disseminate into the, 
their organic networks in the nearly the way that we see it happening. It’s 
our part of our end of the bargain in terms of supporting Grassroots 
leaders in a way that goes beyond the sort of typical or status quo ways 
that agencies interact with community members 
 

JANET  I love that there was a moment where they saw that stuff on social media 
and thought oh, well you have our back we have your back. I think there's 
something really really powerful and pretty precious about that like that 
relationship is so mutual. Right? 
 

MADDY And so the other thing is just the importance and magic of working at 
multiple scales. So for example, the City had their official emergency 
response and at the same time it was absolutely necessary that Grassroots 
networks were at the same time coexisting and moving ahead with what 
they knew was needed and not waiting for a city or an agency to reach 
out, but organizing themselves and then on the strength of the relationship 
drawing in contacts like myself or a contact from someone they knew 
from Public Health to get those things going without waiting for official 
channels to catch up with what they already were responding to. It 
re-reminded me of diversity of tactics needed to fill all those pieces in and 
the example I'm thinking of is a Grassroots leader who you know, that they 
had all the official information from the school board about what  was 
needed for curriculum stuff at home. But this grassroots leader was is 
connected to a network of families with young kids who actually just  
wanted more supplies and activities to keep young kids busy at home  
and they took it upon themselves to organize that, reached out to a few  
partners in the community, does anyone have supplies. A group did have, 
like a parent group and an agency did have stuff, that connection was  
made and that was all just from the neighborhood level. So yeah, I just I 
just think that kind of there's no small or there's nothing to ...like small is all 
there is like that's something yeah that I've heard adrienne  
maree brown say in her emergent strategy work. Which I find helpful 



Just that small is all. Like there's ...sure there’s this connection made at the 
level of an official City response and there's this connection made 
at the Grassroots level and they're both small and they both are  
contributing.  

 
JANET  The work of Grassroots leaders can be complementary and can drive  

some things forward in a way that the system,  the sector organizations 
can't. There's a lot of ways in which organizations have to work right? 
Grassroots leaders aren't hampered by those same things and with 
organizations supporting them in the background, then you know, it's kind 
of a beautiful partnership and things get done, right? 
 

MADDY What I hope also going forward is knowledge mobilization and the role it  
might play in the community coming to build a narrative of what 
happened. What happened during the pandemic? What did we 
collectively go through? What have we learned and how do we bounce 
forward? I had a real moment of grief looking at the map of Toronto and 
where the prevalence of COVID cases were what that means in terms of 
people living in poverty and the racist nature of how that plays out in our 
city. That's a moment of grief and it's a moment that we, I hope, can 
galvanize around. Not to mention the much more explicit lens on 
anti-Black racism beyond the kind of Health politics. Yeah, like a lot of sort 
of critical intentional hope is needed to carry us  
 

JANET Yeah, I feel this real sense of responsibility to sort of manufacture Hope for  
the community sometimes. I mean this this pandemic is really just... it's the 
next layer of vulnerability, but it's not like people were doing well before 
you know what I mean? There were barriers before and there were 
challenges before there was poverty Before and there was systemic 
racism before and the pandemic has kind of broken that open I think but 
it's added another layer of vulnerability or another layer of disconnection 
maybe 

 
MADDY There’s a continued focus from Grassroots leaders I’m in touch with on  

food security and keeping focus on that ongoing issue in need and 
coming up with great Grassroots-led Solutions and collaboration, So it's 
things like the organizing to get supplies for young kids. It's organizing 
homework help that's happening in one of the Grassroots spaces at 



Storefront. It's adapting the Sport for Change Grassroots-led sports 
programming to an online format where kids can engage  

 
JANET What have you experienced during this that you think is going to impact 

your work going forward after the pandemic? 
 

MADDY That the investment in sort of robust knowledge mobilization strategies is 
really nourishing to community building at the neighborhood level and   
can be woven into relationship building. I think especially for the 
organizational folks in those networks we owe it to Grassroots leaders to 
really get our act together with knowledge mobilization and work 
together. If we're serious about supporting the community those are 
experts and guides for that work to be effective 
 

SARAH  Thanks Janet and  Maddy! Knowledge mobilization is such a crucial tool 
for supporting the work of grassroots leaders. It’s so interesting to learn 
how relationships are built on sharing, trusting and communicating. 
Today’s guests were Janet Fitzsimmons, Manager of Grassroots Strategies at the 
Centre for Connected Communities and Maddy Macnab, Coordinator of 
Community Knowledge Mobilization at the East Scarborough Storefront. You can 
learn more about the East Scarborough Storefront at THE STOREFRONT DOT ORG.  

 
This has been SIGNAL BOOST, amplifying the voices of community builders 
on the ground and at the grassroots. SIGNAL BOOST is produced by the 
Centre for Connected Communities and made possible with the support of the 
Ontario Trillium Foundation 

 
SIGNAL BOOST is written and produced by Sarah Luca. Music is by Kevin 
MacLeod.  

 
You can connect with us at:  

 
PODCASTS @ connected communities DOT ca 
 
Visit the Centre for Connected Communities online at: 

 
Connected Communities DOT  ca and on Twitter at C3 Connected 

 


